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Director of Team
Building at APG

Power Loss at Foundry Results in Only One Shift of
Downtime by:Joe Oliver
On August 14 while at a forging plant in

that same evening. Horner technicians discon-

Portland In, Horner technicians were already

nected the old transformer and connected the

Jason Miller..… Mr. M…… Clark

onsite for arc flash data collection. During this

temporary power cables to the 480 volt entry

Kent……or Superman. Which

time the entire plant experienced a power loss

point of the compressor room. By 11:00 that

one is he? Is he the man of steel

as one of their eight padmount transformers

same evening the 3rd shift of the south ham-

really? I am not sure if any of us

failing.

mer shop was back up and running.

really know!

Mike Croft and Ryan Haffenden were already

The plant in the meantime approved the pro-

onsite and were immediately called upon to

posal to replace the transformer. The existing

assess the situation. Upon inspection, the far

transformer was removed two days later and

south compressor room transformer had expe-

the new transformer was installed all in one

Jason started working at APG, he

rienced a catastrophic event on one of the load

day.

has become an integral part of

break elbows and cutout fuses of the 15 KV

Continued on page ...............................

the production team and a lot of it

line feeding the transformer. After initial test-

started when the Super Hero days

ing of the transformer it was quickly realized

were started by Jason. All of you

that the transformer was in need of replacing

By: Alan Horner

Those are all of his names but all
of you know him as the Director
of Team Building for APG! What a
great job he does with that. Since

in production at APG along with
a handful of others, have been a
recipient of a Super Hero t-shirt
that was a gift from Jason. As I

due to water getting into the 15 KV line from
the power pole next to the transformer. The
customer was urgent to restore power and get

have told you in previous news-

the South Hammer Shop back up and running.

letters, he has Linda take him to

Generated power was the quickest answer.

the mall to buy these t-shirts for

Horner contracted MacAllister Power Rentals

the production team.

to rent a 800 kw generator. Don England in the
Horner semi-tractor delivered the generator

Continued on page 4 ...................
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What is the Toshiba
Warehouse?
By: Paul Fishburn
Horner operates a warehouse in
Indianapolis, Indiana off of Franklin
Road, just ten minutes away from
the motor shop. In addition to storing customer equipment, surplus

New Motor Evaluations Results

by: Craig Hallett

stock, and unique equipment uti-

The motor evaluation was a

less weight than motor bear-

margin

lized by some of our shops, we

long time in the making. For

ings, being the most important

Westinghouse,

distribute new motors for Toshiba.

over a year we gathered just

and holding the most weight.

US-Nidec. The result, howev-

Horner is one of the largest

about every brand of 10 HP,

In other words, this was not a

er, was somewhat comforting

Regional Distribution Centers for

1800 RPM, 215T, TEFC motor

subjective evaluation. We tried

knowing we’d been selling a

Toshiba motors, and has been part-

that was out there and then

to take a scientific approach

quality motor all this time.

nered with Toshiba in this venture

ran them through a gauntlet

and be non-biased with our

I wanted to thank all that were

since 2007. It is run by two Horner

of tests and scrutiny. From

evaluation.

involved in our project. We

employees; Darryl Begay, and

evaluation of the motors under

Here are the results:

couldn’t have done it without

Ryan Scott. Their daily operations

load, PdMA tests and vibra-

Toshiba won by a narrow

you!

consist of receiving new stock,

tion analysis to tear down and

picking motor orders, preparing

visual inspection. The visual

these custom orders for shipment,

inspection team included the

processing them through Toshiba’s

entire sales group along with

system, and then loading them

some managers and engineer-

onto the freight carriers.

ing. The motors were evalu-

The motors are manufactured in

ated against criteria that the

Vietnam, and shipped straight to

team developed. The criterion

the warehouse by means of twenty

was then placed in order then

to forty foot sea containers which

weighted in order of impor-

come in to replenish the stock

tance. Motor packaging being

several times a week. On average,

least important and holding

against

TECO

Baldor

and

1,700 motors are shipped out of
the warehouse every month, with
the record of 1,993 motors being
shipped out in September of 2017.
We have expanded our operations
several times in the last ten years,
and now ship out monthly what
used to take most of the year to
ship. Darryl and Ryan do an amazing job!
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Lawnmowers and
Transformers
Submitted by: Mike Croft
From Roy Berendsohn at Popular

Mark Russell (Springfield Sales) Announces
Retirement by: Mike Harper

Mechanics.......
I returned home a few weeks ago
and found that the lawn contractor that mows my development is

Mark Russell started his sales

lady, who is now his loving

department.

repeatedly hitting the above-ground

career in 1974 selling new

wife, Susan.

Mark has worked here at the

transformer boxes. In this case, the

import cars. One of Mark’s

After being laid off at the

Springfield division for a total

metal cabinet houses a 13,000-

sales associates, Jerry, would

foundry, Mark learned there

of about 20 years. He has seen

volt transformer (according to the

always try to beat him to the lot

was a sales position open for

a lot changes over that time in

PSE&G crew that came out to move

when a customer drove in. One

Springfield Armature Works. Bill

our business. In the day, we

the transformer box back into posi-

day, an old farmer in bib-over-

Fleming interviewed Mark and

did most of our business on

tion). The technician told me, “Oh

alls walked on to the lot. Jerry

asked what he knew about the

a handshake, rather than a

yeah, this happens all the time. We

laughed and said to Mark, “you

motor business. Mark replied

quote. In the late 80’s, Mark

have another one to do after we’re

can have that one.” Mark pro-

that he had worked aboard a

secured an order at Navistar

done here.”

ceed to sell the old geezer not

repair tender ship in the Navy

for $86,000, on a handshake

Somebody of this man’s stature

one but two autos, one for him

and re-wound motors. Bill was

in the lobby, with the plant

needs to bring this problem to the

and one for his daughter. Jerry

duly impressed and hired Mark

engineer. I was witness to

public’s attention. And while on this

cried a river over two lost sales

as a sales representative.

this extraordinary event. Fast

topic, the public should know not to

he could have had so the moral

What Bill did not know was

forward to 2017, Mark just

let their kids play on or even around

of the story is, don’t judge a

that Mark was not the best

received the largest purchase

these boxes. I came outside once

book by it’s cover.

winder in the Navy. In fact, one

order that our division has ever

while a bunch of young moms wait-

One day, Mark traded a young

particular DC motor required

seen!

ing for the school bus stood idly by

ladies Gremlin for new Honda

armature rewinding a total

Please join me in wishing Mark

while their kids were climbing on the

Civic. She swore that it had

of three times. The last time

well in his golden years of well-

transformer box and jumping off. I

never been wrecked – but

Mark wound this armature,

deserved retirement starting on

said, “Excuse me, but I wouldn’t let

Mark later found out that it had

the machinist slipped and cut

January 2nd, 2018.

your kids do that. It’s a transformer

been in a tornado! This young

through the conductors. As a

box and inside is a transformer of

lady also helped Mark get out

result, this motor “accidently”

many thousands of volts of electric-

of car sales and hired on at

fell overboard in the middle of

ity.” They gave me a blank look until

the foundry where she was

the night. The next morning,

I said, “It’s actually quite dangerous

an executive secretary. Even

Mark was shocked to see that

to allow your kids to play on it.”

though Mark was no longer

someone stole his motor! For

They got their kids off the box and I

in sales, he continued to sell

this reason, Mark has never

haven’t seen them on the box since.

himself and married the young

been assigned to our winding
3

X, Y, or Z
by: Walt Boat

Director of
Team Building
Continued......

Generation X, Y or Z – who

or moved overseas. They have

Gray hair is now interspersed

are we?

Each generation

seen electronic drives replace

with brown, black and even

arrives and then slowly moves

much of the smaller gearboxes

a blonde haired Fabio.

He takes money that he has

on for the next generation.

we once repaired and maybe

have technicians who listen to

worked hard for and unself-

Generation X is the generation

most importantly, they have

Wu Tang Clan, or Sublime not

ishly spends it for the folks at

that started the gaming craze

ensured the circle remains

the Bee Gees. I have person-

APG. It makes me very proud

by first playing Atari in 1977.

unbroken in keeping our trade

ally watched our work force get

of him that he is willing to do

They watched as Three Mile

alive and well at Horner.

The

younger every year for the last

that without anyone asking. He

Island Nuclear power plant had

X generation is now preparing

4-5 years and especially so in

just goes and does it when he

a meltdown. They experienced

to move on and yet we hear

the last 2 years. We have 20

is ready.

first-hand the impact of the oil

how the next generation is no-

& 30 year olds working side by

I think we should all think

embargo in the 1970’s. They

where to be found. If you listen

side with 50 & 60 years old.

about what Jason does for the

rejoiced as the Berlin Wall fell

to the pundits on the radio/

Maybe the sky is falling some-

APG production team. Maybe

and more to home, they are

TV (or even walk through our

where, but come out to the

we should all learn a lesson

the generation that now fills our

building) you would think there

shop and see the young men

from Jason and take a little bit

shop floor.

These men (and

is no such thing as that next

who are now plying the trade

of what Jason does and spread

women) have quietly watched

Generation called Y. But I will

that has been around for over

the love as he does and do

and worked as the years have

tell you a secret, the pundits

100 years.

something nice for someone

passed. They have seen the

are wrong.

else once in a while. How

motor repair industry consoli-

present and accounted for at

nice is it when someone does

date as factories have closed

the Washington street shop.

We

Generation Y is

something for you for no real
reason? It just feels good! Next
time you see Jason, take a
moment and tell him thanks for
what he has brought to APG
since he has starting working
there. The picture is of Jason
in the recliner in our basement
in his Superman blanket getting ready to watch a movie. I

Our New Faces
Michael McKee
Machining Services
Machinst

Bill Harkins
Ohio
Sales

Martha Garing
APG
Techical Writer

Jacob Brown
Indianapolis
Shipping/Receiving

Pierce Byers
APG
Tech

Charles Robinson
APG
Applications Engineer

Jesse Ault
Indianapolis
Mechanic

Francis DeMore
APG
Tech

Michael Moyer
Indianapolis
EHS

had to take that picture!
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Teamwork In Fort
Wayne
By: Troy Elder
A Fort Wayne customer recently

From Skies to Seas: Horner APG Puts
Customers at Ease by: Tyler Sheller

brought in an Eddy Current motor
that had failed it was on a Minster
Punch Press at the customer’s plant.
This particular company’s production

Horner APG recently held an

was down. Bryan Hansel’s evalua-

Application Show and Tell con-

tion on the unit found that the clutch

test where customers were

coil was burned up to such a degree

asked to share stories and pic-

that it couldn’t be salvaged. Also

tures of how they use our prod-

we found out that this coil was not

ucts. Some of the results were

readily available, and it would have

expected and typical, such

been difficult to replace or rewind it

as in oil and gas operations,

in a timely manner. In light of this

farming or agricultural installa-

information we made a recommenda-

tions, and standard industrial
manufacturing

applications.

in a bright cockpit – and the

Control Station) has been

We were surprised, however,

price was excellent too!

around for a few years now

to see photos of our XL7 and

One XL4 earned its sealegs

(more like a few decades), and

XL4, respectively, inside air-

aboard a tugboat! The cus-

can be found in applications

borne and seaworthy vessels!

tomer was looking for a con-

from California to Connecticut,

One aviation customer needed

troller to act as a gauge mea-

and beyond:

a sunlight readable controller

suring and displaying line pull

Ireland, Australia, and more.

which could interface to func-

and payout for their 150 tonne

You can find a Horner con-

tions such as the engine fuel

pulling capacity. The control-

troller on almost every con-

and ignition, touchscreen capa-

ler also needed to excel in

tinent. From cockpit to cap-

bilities, and were restricted by

both daylight and nighttime (as

tain’s cabin, there is no limit

power limits. The customer

well as damp) environments;

to the versatility, capabilities,

was already very familiar with

provide warning alarms; and

and durability of our all-in-one

Horner Automation products,

maintain a compact profile.

controllers.

and our XL7 provided a ready-

The XL4, like a tugboat, might

made solution for their specific

be small – but it is mighty. The

application. After evaluating

customer is thrilled with the

6 different controller options

performance and capability of

(from some of our biggest com-

this new solution for their pull-

petitors), the XL7 was the only

ing system.

one that could perform

The Horner OCS (Operator

tion to our customer to replace the
Eddy Current motor with a new AC
motor and Adjustable Speed Drive
combination. We contacted Tom
Wagner who selected the appropriate ABB Adjustable Speed Drive with

China, Brazil,

a braking resistor and to size the
appropriate motor. We also made
a recommendation to have Horner
Industrial provide a Factory Certified
Start Up on the unit. By doing this, the
customer gets the peace of mind that
the unit is going to work as intended
and, they get an extended warranty.
Rick Collins (EFS) did the Factory
Certified Start Up. The customer was
extremely satisfied with the response
they received from Horner and the
end result. This opportunity was a
great example of the TEAMWORK at
Horner Industrial that we all participate
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in on a daily basis.

Horner Lighting:
We’re The Bomb!
by: Tyler Sheller
The

lighting

team

recently

released some of their most
durable, tested, and “explosive” products yet: Hazardous

Global Positioning System For Logistics

by: Bill Honeycutt

Location High and Low bay fix-

Logistics has installed GPS

Geo-fence

tures. Engineered, tested, and

on our truck fleet here in

The system also allows us

certified to withstand the most

Indianapolis. Our team, head-

to set up Geo-fences in and

extreme application environ-

ed by Tom Berkopes, included

around our customer locations.

Todd Bundy, Kelly Russell, and

This allows movement on and

myself. We were given the

off of their property to be moni-

receive better rates based on

challenge of searching out a

tored, allowing us to answer

the score.

vibration, dust, dirt, moisture,

system that would fit our fleet

the question where is my prod-

Identifying and coaching

wind, snow, water, high ambient

best and that is Fleetmatics

uct we can now respond with

As we move forward we will

temperatures, the Hazardous

GPS systems.

the exact time our truck enters

be able to identify costly habits

Location (HHB) Series is even

You might ask, why are we

and leaves their property.

and coach the driver to make

explosion-proof.

doing this?

Cost of delivering

better choices, allowing us to

Live screen

Each stop is now broken down

operate more efficiently.

We can now see where our

with the duration of stop thus

Driver trips

trucks are by viewing them on

calculating the cost of the truck

Each driver is assigned a fob

aluminum alloy housing is cop-

a computer screen which is

fuel and drivers time which will

tied to the truck, which will

per-free and corrosion-resistant,

refreshed every 90 seconds. It

be able to give us an accurate

identify and track miles driven

saving our valued customers

will also replay the drivers daily

number on the hard cost of

by each person. The duration

maintenance time and money.

trips displaying all movement.

delivering product to our cus-

of trip, idle time and stop time.

Better customer response

tomer.

The reports records miles driv-

Knowing where all the trucks

Driving performance

en in any given time period

are at any given moment

The system identifies hard

requested.

allows a much faster, more

breaking, harsh acceleration,

This month we have collected

Division 2, Group F, G; Class

efficient response to our cus-

and speeding. The collected

and distributed reports which

III; UL1598A; DLC 4.0 Premium

tomer’s needs. Redirecting a

data then will give a score

have been shared with our

truck based on the proximity to

of each driver’s performance

managers. In short this is an

the customer needs has been

which can be used with our

awesome and a very valuable

a huge advantage.

insurance allowing us to

tool for our fleet.

ments, the Horner Hazardous
Location Series is efficient,
powerful, and durable. Built to
withstand corrosion, extreme

The

HHB

is Certified for locations with
flammable vapors, combustible
dusts, and gases (as outlined
by NEC standards). The HHB’s

Extensive Certifications Include:
UL844; Class I Division 1,
Group C, D; Class I Division
2, Group A, B, C, D; Class II
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Ghosts

by: Nelson Baxter

Symptoms of Problem: In a small

more closely spaced frequencies adding

a minimum. It also can excite low stiffness

Midwestern town, the residents complained

and subtracting as they go in and out of

structures ( i.e. lampshades and rocking

that they felt movement of their houses,

phase.)

chairs).

particularly at night. One of the residents

than one frequency present, the zoom fea-

balancing devices to reduce the amount

stated that her sister would no longer

ture of the SD 380 analyzer was utilized.

of force entering the ground from the con-

come and visit her because she thought

A 16:1 zoom plot of the vibration at one of

veyors.

the house was haunted with ghosts. She

the residences clearly showed the pres-

felt this way because lampshades would

ence of several frequencies, all close to

move, pictures would rattle and rocking

300 CPM. The next step in the investiga-

chairs would rock without anyone being

tion was to make a survey of the vibration

in them.

present at the nearby factory. The factory

Test Procedure: In an attempt to identify

was a foundry, which contained several

the cause of the above problem, vibration

vibratory conveyors that moved parts from

measurements were made at several of

one area to another.

the houses in the community, along the

taken at each conveyor to determine their

sidewalks and at a factory located near

frequencies as close as possible. Exact

the houses. The testing was performed

matches were found between the frequen-

with an SD 380 analyzer utilizing a 1000

cies present at the houses and several

mv/g low frequency seismic accelerometer

of the vibratory conveyors in the factory.

to convert the mechanical motion into an

Additional testing confirmed the correlation

electronic signal.

between the operation of the conveyors

Test Results: The vibration signature

and the vibration at the houses.

taken at one of the houses where com-

Conclusions: Rather than having ghosts,

plaints had been registered showed a level

the residents of the small town were expe-

of 1.22 mils at 300 cpm. It was observed

riencing low frequency vibrations from the

that the amplitude of the vibration would

vibratory conveyors in a nearby factory.

oscillate, indicating that more than one

The 5 hz (300 cpm) frequency is easily

frequency might be present. (Beat fre-

perceived by the human body, particularly

quencies are generally produced by two or

at night when other motion and noise is at

To determine if there was more

The factory eventually installed

Zoom plots were

Vibratory Conveyors
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Power Loss at
Foundry Results
in Only One Shift
of Downtime
Continued........

Pallet Fabrication Project

by: Brad Snodgrass

On August 18, only 5 days after

A pallet fabrication company

bustible dust. The new saws

actually goes through the fan,

the catastrophic failure, the new

called for help with their opera-

had overwhelmed their old dust

drastically reducing wear on

transformer was energized and

tion in Franklin IN. They pro-

collection system.

the fan impeller. The customer

tested successfully. During this

cess dimensional hardwood

We designed a new 10,000

wanted the discharge to be 14’

week the plant only lost one shift

into heat treated pallets for

cubic feet per minute dust col-

off of the ground to eliminate

of production. The customer

domestic and international use.

lection system that collects and

contact with haul out trucks.

was able to continue produc-

They had recently added some

dumps 4,032 cubic feet of saw-

Horner Fan and Fab designed

tion and their appreciation came

automation

and

dust per shift. Two 5,000 CFM

a structure to eliminate torsion-

from many different levels at the

additional saws to their produc-

collectors were incorporated in

al forces as the rotating mass

foundry.

tion operation. Their old dust

the design as collectors over

of this collection system is 32’

Mike and Ryan organized the

collection system would plug

5,000 CFM require expensive

in the air. The customer is very

project and the work including

and they could only run half of

in-duct fire suppression sys-

happy with their new system.

the sub-contractors needed to

their equipment at a time. Not

tems. This saved the customer

They can now run all 15 saws,

complete the job and the new

to mention several hours a day

over $30,000 in additional proj-

all day without any problems.

transformer. These guys went

were spent cleaning sawdust

ect cost.

The high efficien-

This system will bring them

above and beyond their normal

off of the floor.

The other

cy cyclones pull the sawdust

savings in higher production

duties to help everything come

issue was the PVC pipe they

through the system, deposit

rates, lower labor costs for

together. Horner employees that

had used can cause a static

the dust and expel 95% clean

cleanup and longer equipment

worked on this project included:

electric buildup and potentially

air. This increases the life of

life as well as a cleaner shop

Mike Croft, Ryan Haffenden,

an ignition source for the com-

the fan as only 5% of the dust

environment to work in.

equipment

Mark Tribby, Corban Hartley,
Jerry Voelkel, Gary Anderson,
Don England, and Bob Fischer.
The Foundry and Horner thank
you all for your hard work!

Old System

New System
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High Temp Generator Project

by: Mike Harper

We received a phone call one day from a

If this concept is possible there are many

temp generator with improved materials

Phd. mechanical engineer working on-site

applications to enhance our existing fleet of

proved successful. Our machine shop

at an Air Force Base, in Fairborn OH. I soon

jet fighters, including the newest F-35.

made special forms to encapsulate the

realized that this was a phone interview to

When we held a meeting with our winding

winding in ceramic. We then had to dry

see if our company was qualified to help

department they all shook their heads and

out the winding insulation by placing in our

him on his jet engine projects. After working

said that it was impossible. The engineer

burnout oven at 800 degrees for 24 hours.

together for about a year, successfully fab-

assured us that it is possible with the right

Amazingly, the generator winding passed

ricating custom parts for the jet engine test

materials. He provided all the exotic mate-

all required electrical tests.

stands, the engineer referred our company

rials that were sourced from around the

We then proceeded with assembly with

to a Phd. Electrical engineer who asked if

globe. Our first attempt ended in failure.

special bearings. Did I mention that this

we could help him develop a high tempera-

The slot liner material had the electrical

generator is capable of operating at 20,000

ture generator.

and heat properties but did not have the

RPM? After completing this project, repair-

On a jet fighter plane, space is at a pre-

mechanical strength to withstand the stress

ing an industrial 3600 RPM two pole motor

mium as there is a need to produce more

of installing the winding. We felt defeated

rated at 300 degrees F. seems like a walk

electrical power for additional sensors and

but the engineer was undaunted. It was

in the park.

avionics. Since it’s impractical to stretch a

back to the drawing board to source a prod-

The engineers are very pleased with the

jet plane, like a limo, the engineer proposed

uct that would do the job.

fruits of our labor, proving that their pro-

building a generator that could withstand

The tenacity of the engineer was impres-

totype design is worthy of further testing

extremely high temperatures by moving it

sive. It made me think of how Thomas

on their jet engine test stand. Special

into the jet engine compartment.

Edison must have felt each time he tried

thanks to our winding department person-

To build a generator that could withstand

another material for the filament in his

nel, Dave Mader, Stephen Clippinger, and

temperatures up to 1200 degrees F.

incandescent light development. After 37

Mark Bethel, for having the courage to

seemed impossible and out of this world.

grueling failures, he finally found the right

accept failure and test their winding skills to

Well, this is what they do at the Air Force

material in tungsten. That is the definition of

the limit. Additional thanks to our machine

Research Lab – brainstorm a need in their

tenacity, knowing that your theory is sound

shop and assembly departments for their

think tank, then try to make it a reality by

but you just need to find the right stuff.

contribution to the success of this project.

throwing plenty of resources at the project.

Our second attempt at winding the high
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Shooting The
Eclipse
by: Rusty Sirus

August 21, 2017 a great day for

sary....7 years with my wife. A

Coatings: Asset For Emergency Repair

mini vacation down to the Land

Four years ago we began the pro-

were quarter inch steel plates

other hand had to be welded and

Between The Lakes in Southern

cess of cleaning out and remodel-

and the webbing was made from

ground where the blades met the

Kentucky, one of the best loca-

ing the 940 West Street shop. We

two inch thick steel. We put one

wear ring. Then we had to spray

had to clear out the back, build

eighth of an inch of material on

the wear ring with bronze wire to

rooms, and move a lot of machin-

the blades and three sixteenths

restore the dimensions that were

ery around to make it suit our

on the face of the webbing and

lost.

photographers and my anniver-

tions to see the solar eclipse.
We were in the 100% totality
area. Shooting the eclipse takes

by: Albert Anderson

needs, so we could ultimately suit

hub. This material is an excellent

Once the wear ring was restored

alot of photography knowledge

the needs of our future custom-

wear coating and will drastically

we were then able to coat the rest

and skill, along with a solar filter

ers. Today we are fulfilling those

increase the life of the prop.

of the impeller with Loctite 7227.

for your camera (the sun can

needs, and more thanks in part to

As we were finishing up the fan

This is a ceramic coating that can

damage your camera). I was

a lot of teamwork and some new

prop another customer contacted

be brushed on and is designed

extremely nervous to get the shot

partnerships along the way.

Jim Kennedy about a pump that

to help slow down the amount

One of the ways we can fill a need

had crashed. What made this

of wear on an untreated part.

for our customers is to provide

even more of a problem was

We also coated the pump case

them with coatings that will help

this was a direct replacement of

with this same coating. The whole

correctly. That day, it was also
around 90 degrees, so I had to
wrap my camera in aluminum foil

prolong the life of a brand new

a pump that had failed due to

pump was back in the customers

to keep it cool. As it got to 100%

part to be installed. We were

the impeller wearing out. Once

hands within two days and they

we could see the stars and hear

recently contacted about coating

the pump arrived at our door

are back up and running. This

the crickets, it was unbelievable!

a fan that is circulating coal dust.

we immediately got both pumps

gave us the time we needed to go

I was so excited to shoot and

The particles are very abrasive

torn apart. We ended up taking

through and fix the original pump

capture my first eclipse! I was

and over time can cause a sub-

the best parts to make one good

that had failed due to wear. The

stantial amount of wear to the

pump.

impeller from this pump looked

fan prop. We came up with a

The impeller off of the crashed

like Swiss cheese when it arrived.

solution to help slow the wear

pump needed to have the nose

The blades had holes in them

and prolong the life of the prop.

repaired where it came in contact

which made the impeller ineffec-

We coated the blades, the inlet

with the pump case. Fortunately

tive.

side of the hub and webbing with

the case only suffered minor

tungsten carbide wire. The blades

damage.

very happy with the results, I cant
wait for another seven years, and
next time we don’t have to travel!

The impeller on the
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Cement Rock Crusher Project

By: Mike Harper and Mark Russell

Several months ago, a Cement Company

down period in September. Jim Delawder

the plate to meet the need. Balancing was

became concerned about a bearing that

was designated to run the on-site job

also a challenge for such a large part but

was failing on their rock crusher. It should

including the rigging crew as a turnkey job.

we got over that hurdle as well.

be noted that this customer has only one

The rotor was removed in two days and

The rotor was then rigged back into place

rock crusher so when it is down, produc-

shipped to our Washington St. facil-

with Piqua Steel’s new 300 ton crane, due

tion is also down. There were multiple

ity Saturday morning since they have the

to the height of the rig and the boom angle

discussions and planning meetings with

crane capacity to handle the job. Since the

to reach over the building. Just to grasp

the customer as well as behind the scenes

shop workload was extremely heavy, field

the size of this massive crane, it cost $2.7

as this project was pushing the limits of

service personnel were drafted to help

million and it takes 5 semi-tractor trailers

our equipment. Special thanks go out

with the dismantle of the rotor. Special

to transport the weights and booms to the

to the Horner team that planned this job

thanks to Joe Oliver, Jerry Voelkel and

jobsite. The rock crusher rotor was lifted

to make it a reality: Jim Delawder, Kim

Alan Horner for their help with the disman-

from a semi- trailer and rigged through the

Shellabarger, Dave Whited, Mark Russell

tle, over the weekend to get this project off

roof of the building and onto the base.

and Alan Horner. We estimated a 10 day

to a good start. Special locknuts for the

This job is an excellent example of what

outage to remove, repair, and re-install the

large flywheels had to be fabricated along

we can accomplish if we have the courage

rock crusher rotor at the company. This

with locking washers. These were large,

to get out of our comfort zone and work

may not seem like much of a challenge

custom sized locknuts. that were not avail-

together to draw from the deep pool of tal-

until you realize that the rotor weighs

able on the market so Fan & Fab and the

ent within our company.

60,000 lbs. with the bearings and cou-

Horner Machining Services stepped up to

pling and the roof of the building must be
removed to rig the rotor out. Rigging alone
was estimated at 4 days with 6 days estimated shop time. After a couple of months
of extreme sales effort, Mark Russell was
awarded the job and the schedule was set
for the end of October. As luck would have
it, the brick in the rotary kiln failed so the
customer had to schedule an emergency
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The Importance
Of Having Good
Suppliers by: Ralph Coonce
Life As a Field
Service Tech:
Continuing
Education
by: Collin Mann
Field Service and Repair work
requires continuing education
and training. Refresher courses
and repair courses help to problem solve when you are in the
field and the customer is down.
In this field we continue to learn
as we constantly find ourselves
in situations where there is
no answer on how to fix it, we
have to use our knowledge and
experience to problem solve.
Recently Evan Baldwin, Corbin
Hartley and myself attended
EASA training in Plainfield,
IN. There we learned alot of
valuable information on winding techniques, bearings, rtd’s,
frame types, electrical testing,
sleeve bearings, rotors, and
stators. Medium and large
AC motors and synchronous
motors were also discussed.
This training is not required and
not certifiable, it is just taken so
that Horner and ourselves can
remain trained and educated in
our field.

We often get wrapped up in

could identify the bearings, and

by about 3:30 AM.

what we do for our customers.

determine the extent of the

We are now communicating

We take a great deal of pride

damage.

They were on site

with the hospital on the fol-

in what we achieve for them at

before 1:00 AM. The original

low up work to be done, the

times, and only occasionally,

plan was to get a relief crew

replacement of both fan shaft

we regret what we cannot get

to come in after them with the

bearings with the correct bear-

done for them. This is all good

new bearings and assemble it.

ings, in the right locations on

to do, but I would like to point

Thinking bearings would likely

the fan shaft. They are appre-

out the dependence we have

have to be brought in from out

ciative of the work that was

on our suppliers. If we don’t

of town. We were quickly able

done, and the timeliness of the

have the bearing, the shafting,

to identify the bearings, and I

response and repair.

or the exact product needed,

got on the afterhours phone

why they keep calling Horner.

we cannot perform our work

with one of our bearing sup-

We should be pleased with our

without their help and assis-

pliers, Tristate Bearing. They

own performance, but we could

tance.

If we don’t get that

did not have both bearings for

not have done it without the

support, then we fail for our

the air handler on their shelf in

help and support of our sup-

customer.

Indy, but they did have a single

plier. We have to make good

David Coonce (Sales) was

bearing that would “work” for

decisions on who to use for

on call, and picked up a call

a short time. (Technically, the

what, and to realize the “value”

around 11:00 PM one night

difference was that the expan-

that goes beyond the price.

concerning the failure of an

sion, or floating bearing had

Our customers are doing the

air handler bearing at a large

failed, and the supplier only

same thing too. Horner is not

local hospital here in Indy.

had a fixed bearing.)

generally known as the “low

personally place a lot of impor-

I met the bearing sales guy in

price” provider, but our cus-

tance on hospitals, because

their parking lot at 1:45 AM,

tomers know, and appreciate

their “product”

and took the bearing to the

the service and value that is

importance with me than just

crew at the hospital.

behind those prices.

making “widgets”. Especially if

had the old bearing removed

it is YOUR family member that

already, and felt “good” con-

happens to be in that hospital.

sidering the lack of sleep they

Evan Baldwin and Rusty Syrus

had given up at that point, so

(Mechanical

Service

they agreed to install the new

Indy) both agreed to go in and

bearing. Our team was ble to

get the unit dismantled, so we

get the hospital up and running

I

carries more

Field

They

This is
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Build It And They Will Come

by: Terry Thorne

It all started in a garage in 1949 with motors

customer base, but they’ve also come from

Running With The Big Boys

being repaired that could fit in the oven of

outside of our standard trading area. Once

Jim Kennedy, Bert Serak and Terry Thorne

a standard kitchen stove. Through dedica-

our established customer base understood

recently participated in a conference in

tion and determination that little company

what the new addition provided relative

Cleveland Ohio, for a very exclusive orga-

started by George and Mary Horner has

to capacity, capability and testing they

nization named LEMUG, (Large Electric

evolved into the company we are today.

started sending their larger motors to us.

Motor Users Group). The group was

Where at one time a motor could be picked

We are now pulling in large motors from

formed in the 1990’s and its’ membership

up and delivered in a pickup truck it now

Virginia to Nebraska, and we’ve only just

is limited to Nuclear and Fossil Fuel Power

takes an 80,000# low boy semi-trailer to

begun.

Plant operators and motor repair vendors/

bring products into our shop.

A prime example of that is that we’ve just

suppliers to that industry. As a vendor/sup-

When the newest addition was completed

received a 2750 hp, 480 rpm, 13,200 volt

plier associate member of the group you

in June of 2015 we were ready. We had

vertical synchronous motor to rewind from

have to meet their minimum basic criteria,

new lighting, a new 50 ton crane, a new

a large municipal water company. This

which is; having a 50 Ton crane with a

2000 hp dynamometer, a new 10’ x 20’

is the first 13,000 V motor to come in for

minimum of 25’ “under hook”, (we’re at

isolated testbed, a new motor testing con-

repair since the completion of the addition

28’), and a 13,000 V test panel. As a result

trol room with state-of-the-art vibration

in 2015, and it will be the first 13,000 V

of that conference Horner Industrial is now

software and a new 13,800 V infinitely

motor to be tested on our new test stand.

“on the map” for LEMUG members and

variable power supply that can test motors

We wouldn’t have been able to even bid

conversations are moving forward with

up to 10,000 hp. The only thing we needed

on the repair if not for our new addition.

some of them to become a certified repair

now was customers.

The specification stated that the success-

center for their particular operation.

We built it, but would they come?

ful bidders needed to have a 13,800 V test

We built it, they came, and it looks like

Fast-forward to October 2017 where we

panel at their site or they were not allowed

they’re going to keep on coming. All

can say with confidence that yes, after we

bid on the opportunity. As a result, we now

because of two people who had a vision

built it the customers did indeed come.

have a repair in our shop that’s in excess

to make a better life for themselves, their

They’ve not only come from our existing

of $400,000.

family and their customers.
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Horner By Pictures:
Karl Hoppe (Sales, Springfield) Retirement Party

Jason Brown (Coatings) Going Away Pizza Lunch

Fluid Power Society Tour
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Refer A Buddy And
Make Some Money
Update
By: Kelly Russell
You can earn your $500 for refer-

Compound Cylinders

ring great people as we continue

by: Rich Streitmarter

to grow the Horner Team by rec-

When people think of hydrau-

cavities just to understand how

press can be manufactured on

ommending qualified candidates

lic cylinder repair they normally

it functioned.

a smaller scale and still per-

for the following positions:

envision a simple linear cylin-

We learned that this press cyl-

form at the same level as much

•

Field Services Technicians

der that strokes back and forth.

inder had two individual cham-

larger presses. There are many

•

Motor Mechanics

While this is the most com-

bers within the tube. It also

benefits to this design includ-

•

Winders

mon type of cylinder there are

had two separate pistons within

ing manufacturing costs of each

•

Machinists

many other styles with unique

one tube. After studying this

press and more presses can

•

Fabricator/Welders

engineering design for specific

we determined this cylinder

be installed in the same size

applications.

was able to develop twice the

building which increases prod-

In the Cincinnati Shop we get

force of other cylinders this

uct output.

to see a variety of these differ-

size. Since the inner cham-

ent designs. One of the most

bers are separated, the piston

Current Winners of the REFER

unique styles that come to mind

area inside the tube is doubled.

A BUDDY and MAKE SOME

is a press cylinder that was sent

Therefore, this compact cylinder

MONEY Program are:

to us with no factory informa-

can provide a lot of tonnage

tion. We had to disassemble the

within a very small area.

cylinder and inspect the inner

This also means the entire

Brain Teaser

Contact Kelly Russell for an
Employee Referral Form and full
program details.

•

St) – referred Jesse Ault,
Motor Shop Mechanic

This Editions Prize: $50 Giftcard

Mike is a butcher. He is
5’10” tall. What does
he weigh?

•

Pump Shop Lead Mechanic

What weighs more a pound of bricks or a
pound of feathers?
A: Both weigh 1 lb

Last quarters winners:

right answers will go into a drawing for

1st $50 gift card: Ashley Eddelman,

a final winner. There will be 3 additional

Coatings

prizes for 2nd-4th place. We will wait for all

2nd $25 gift card: Janet Kenyon, APG

locations to recieve before drawing.

3rd Horner goodie bag: Tom Rupe,

jacqueline.keen@hornerindustrial.com

Machining
4th Horner goodie bag: Joe Dupont,
Louisville

Mike Derrett (Washington
St) – referred Duane Snyder,

Answer to last quarters Brain Teaser:

Three days to give me your answer. The

Rosie Frushon (Washington
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Our Unique Employees And Their Families

Suzanne Harlow’s (Springfield)
daughter Krista’s Detroit Tigers
Wedding, with husband Bret

Tonda Madden’s
(Indy) Grandson
Cameron enjoying
Summer

HORNER INSIDER

Kerry Fork with the Shark
Mask(Inside Sales Indy) with
granddaughter Cheyanne

Matt Brown (Field
Service) and Joe Oliver (EFS Manager)
doing PDMA onsite

ISSUE 14

Joy Hannan’s (APG)
Birthday Party

Katie Sandlin
(Inside Sales Indy)
On site at a Cement
Plant

Matt Brown’s (Field
Service) Daughters
first day of school

FALL 2017

Horner Employees In Action

Mike Harper’s
Jacqueline Keen’s
(Springfield) Grand- (Marketing) Son
mother Hazel turns Parker’s first day
106!
of school

Dan East’s (Indy
Shop) Daughter
Becca and her new
pupply Edgar

James Caldwell
(APG) dog Princess

